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We state and prove a theorem regarding the average production availability of a repairable
flow network, composed of independently working edges, whose failures follow a
homogeneous Poisson process. The average production availability is equal to the average
of themaximumoutput flow rates on demand from the network, calculated after removing
the separate edges with probabilities equal to the edges unavailabilities. This result
creates the basis of extremely fast solvers for the production availability of complex
repairable networks, the running time of which is independent of the length of the
operational interval, the failure frequencies, or the lengths of the downtimes for repair. The
computational speed of the production availability solver has been extended further by a
new algorithm for maximising the output flow in a network after the removal of several
edges, which does not require determining the feasible edge flows in the network. The
algorithm for maximising the network flow is based on a new theorem, referred to as ‘the
maximum flow after edge failures theorem’, stated and proved for the first time.
Finally, unlike heuristic optimisation algorithms, the proposed algorithm for a topology
optimisation of the network always determines the optimal solution.
The high computational speed of the developed production availability solver created
the possibility for embedding it in simulation loops, performing a topology optimisation of
large and complex repairable networks, aimed at attaining amaximum average availability
within a specified budget for building the network. An exact optimisation method has
been proposed, based on pruning the full-complexity network by using the branch and
boundmethod as away of exploring possible network topologies. Thismakes the proposed
algorithm much more efficient, compared to an algorithm implementing a full exhaustive
search. In addition, the proposed method produces an optimal solution compared to
heuristic optimisation methods.
The application of the bound and branch method is possible because of the monotonic
dependence of the production availability on the number of the edges pruned from the
full-complexity network.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Most real flow networks (e.g., oil and gas production networks, power distribution networks, computer networks)
are, in effect, repairable flow networks. Indeed, after the failure of a component or section in a production flow line,
computer network, power supply system, or water supply system, a repair is initiated, and, after a particular downtime,
the component/section is returned to operation. An essential feature of repairable flow networks is that a repair of failed
components is taking place and that this repair is part of the analysis and optimisation of the network. This feature distinguishes
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repairable flow networks from static flow networks [1–7] and stochastic flow networks [8–13], for which no repair of failed
components is ever considered.
A flow network with a single source and a sink can be presented as a directed graph G = (V , E) consisting of a set of
nodes V and a set of edges E (components) [14]. Each edge/component (i, j) is characterised by a flow capacity c(i, j). For all
nodes in the flow network different from the source and the sink, the flow conservation principle is fulfilled. The sum of the
flows going into a node is equal to the sum of the flows going out of the node.
Along the edges, the capacity constraint is fulfilled. In other words, the flow f (i, j) ≥ 0 along an edge (i, j) cannot exceed
the flow capacity c(i, j) ≥ 0 of the edge ( f (i, j) ≤ c(i, j)).
If both the flowconservationprinciple and the capacity constraint are fulfilled, feasible edge flows are present. Theproblem
most often considered for static flow networks is finding feasible edge flows in the network which maximise the output
flow [1–7].
Stochastic flow networks, where, on demand, the flow capacities of the edges are treated as random variables, have also
been considered [8–13]. However, no renewal cycle, consisting of operation followed by a downtime for repair, has ever
been considered for stochastic flow networks.
The problem of interest for stochastic networks was the probability that, on demand, the output flow from the network
will be equal to or greater than a specified level. Maximising the flow in stochastic flow networks has been accomplished
with methods involving minimal cut sets or minimal paths [8–13]. Such an approach has, for example, been adopted by
Jane et al. [11], where stochastic flow networks with multistate components have been considered. Reliability evaluation
of communication networks based on flow graphs has been treated by Aggarval et al. [13]. Again, the method was based on
finding, one by one, all available forward paths from the source to the sink.
Although, for small-size networks, an approach based onminimal paths orminimal cut sets is acceptable, with increasing
size of the network, the number of minimal paths and cut sets increases exponentially, and this approach is no longer
feasible. In the present treatment, approaches based on determining cut sets or possible paths from the source to the sink
have been abandoned, because of their incapability of handling large networks. With increasing size of the network, the
number of cut sets and possible paths from the source to the sink increases exponentially, and even the storage of the
identified cut sets or paths becomes impossible.
Analysis and optimisation of repairable flow networks is a new area of research initiated in [15], where it was
demonstrated for the first time that maximising the flow in a static flow network (where no edge failures occur) does not
necessarily guarantee that the flow in the corresponding repairable network will be maximised.
During a specified time interval of operation for the repairable network (e.g., during the lifecycle of the network), the
components fail; their flow capacity is reduced to zero during a specified downtime for repair, after which the components
are returned to operation.
Basic concepts, performance characteristics, and algorithms for analysis and optimisation of repairable flow networks
have been proposed in [16]. One of the important performance measures of repairable flow networks is the ratio
ψ = Q r/Q0 (1)
of the maximum expected output flow Q r from the repairable flow network in the presence of failures, during a specified
time interval, to the maximum output flow Q0 that could be obtained in the absence of failures. For production networks,
this performance measure is also known as average production availability. It is commonly specified in contracts, and it is a
key parameter for evaluating the performance of production systems. It is used for comparing alternative solutions and for
informed selection among competing design solutions based on different network topologies.
Production availability is adversely affected by component failures. This is why there exists an urgent demand for
solutions determining the network topology characterised by the largest production availability. Past experience and
observation have indicated that the topology of repairable flow networks has a significant impact on their performance. Two
networks built with identical type and number of components can have very different production availabilities, because of
slight differences in their topology. To achieve amaximum increase of the quantity of the transmitted flowduring aparticular
operational period, redundancies need to be placed in an optimal way.
To determine the value of the production availability, the variation of the total output flow Qr in the presence of
component failures needs to be determined. The quantity Qr is a function of the number of failures and the time-to-failure
and the time-to-repair distributions of the components. To reveal this variation, a large number of failure histories during
the period of operation of the network must be simulated.
Furthermore, every repairable flow network is also associated with a specific capital cost for building it. A significant
part of this cost is the sum of the costs of its components. A very important objective here is to achieve a desired production
availability, at a minimal cost for building the network.
Currently, no algorithms are known to be capable of achieving this objective. Existing software tools, handling flows in
networks, operate on a fixed network topology. They do not perform a repeated modification of the network topology and
calculation of the production availability in order to determine the right topology, combining a minimum cost for building
the network and a maximum production availability.
In the complex repairable flow networks used today, there is a large number of possibilities for selecting components
with different reliabilities and costs, design configurations, cross-bridges, and redundancies (e.g., active redundancy, standby
redundancy, k-out-of-n redundancy, etc.).
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In this vast space of alternatives, identifying the optimum set of alternatives for the components, the optimum network
architecture, and the necessary redundancies is not a trivial task. Without using the right models and tools, design
alternatives that are far from optimal will be selected, either associated with insufficient production availability or with
a significant cost for building the network.
Consequently, the main objective of this work is developing a method and a software tool for maximising the production
availability within a given budget for building the flow network.
However, the classical approach to calculating availability, based on simulating a large number of failure–repair histories
during the period of operation of the network where each failure–repair history could include thousands of failures and
repairs, is no longer feasible. The common case of long operational time intervals, relatively small downtimes for repair, and
relatively large failure frequencieswill involve toomanydiscrete events (failures and returns from repairs) and unacceptably
long computational time. The speed of analysis, however, is crucial for a topology optimisation tool, since the procedure
determining average production availability is executed thousands of times.
Consequently, a novel algorithm for availability analysis of networks with complex topology is needed, whose running
time does not depend on the length of the period of operation of the network, on the failure frequencies of the components, and on
the lengths of the downtimes for repair.
2. A fast algorithm for determining the production availability of a repairable flow network during a specified time
interval
In the common case of failures following a homogeneous Poisson process, to calculate the production availability ψ in
Eq. (1), we propose a novel and very fast algorithm, whose computational speed does not depend on the length of the
operational interval, the failure frequencies, or the lengths of the repair times.
Suppose that the network is composed of independently working edges each characterised by a mean time to failure
MTTFi and mean time to repairMTTRi. The random failures follow a homogeneous Poisson process on the operational time
interval. The unavailability of the ith edge is given by qi = MTTRi/(MTTFi +MTTRi) [17].
Define probabilities qi = MTTRi/(MTTFi+MTTRi)withwhich the individual edges are removed/deleted from the network,
at a given (fixed) time of demand x = θ . The maximum output flow from the network, at time x = θ , after removing the
edges, is denoted by Q T (θ). The average of the maximum output flow rates on demand from the network, calculated after
removing with probabilities qi the separate edges from the network, will be denoted by Q
T
(θ). This quantity is defined by
Q
T
(θ) = lim
n→∞

1
n
n
i=1
Q Ti (θ)

.
Suppose that Q0 is the maximum output flow rate of the network, in the absence of failures. Then, the following theorem
holds.
Theorem 1. If the edge failures follow a homogeneous Poisson process on a specified time interval, the average production
availability ψ of the repairable flow network is given by the ratio ψ = Q T (θ)/Q0.
Proof. For a large operational cycle with length a, the average production availability ψ of a repairable flow network is
given by
ψ = 1
Q0 × a
 a
0
Q T (x)dx. (2)
This is the ratio of the integral of the maximum output flow rate Q T (x) in the presence of failures at time x, divided by the
product of the maximum output flow rate Q0 in the absence of failures and the length a of the specified time interval. The
integral in Eq. (2), however, can be determined with any specified precision from a Monte Carlo simulation. This involves a
sufficiently large number (n) of random samples of the time interval, each of which determines the maximum output flow
Q Ti associated with each sample. According to the theory of Monte Carlo integration [18], a
0
Q T (x)dx = lim
n→∞

a
n
n
i=1
Q Ti

. (3)
Consequently, Eq. (2) can be presented as
ψ = lim
n→∞
(1/n)
n
i=1
Q Ti
Q0
. (4)
At a random point in time, however (Fig. 1), corresponding to the ith sampling, themaximum output flowQ Ti of the network
is determined considering the state of the components in the network at that particular time. Some of the components
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(edges) will be in a working state while some will be in a failed state. The probability that a particular edge/component
will be in a failed state is qj = MTTRjMTTFj+MTTRj [17]. A failed edge has a zero capacity and must be removed from the
network. Consequently, if the network consists ofM edges, the maximum output flow Q Ti from the network, corresponding
to the ith sampling, is determined after removing the separate edges/components from the network with probabilities
qj = MTTRjMTTFj+MTTRj , j = 1, . . . ,M . Because the failure times follow a homogeneous Poisson process, the probability that an
edge will be in a working or a failed state does not depend on the actual time on the time interval (0, a). The pattern of
failures and repairs will be the same ‘steady-state’ pattern along the entire time interval (0, a), and
n
i=1
Q Ti =
n
i=1
Q Ti (θ),
where
n
i=1 Q
T
i (θ) is calculated at the same time of demand x = θ , and
n
i=1 Q
T
i is calculated at random times of demand
xi. After substitution in Eq. (4),
ψ =
lim
n→∞

1
n
n
i=1
Q Ti (θ)

Q0
(5)
is obtained, which proves the theorem. This completes the proof. 
The production availability of a complex network including independently working edges whose failures follow a
homogeneous Poisson process on the time interval can be determined very efficiently by Algorithm 1.
The array q[] contains the probabilities that the separate edges will be in a failed state upon demand. In a nested loop
controlled by the variable j, the state of the separate edges (working/failed) is determined at the time of demand. (M denotes
the number of edges/components in the network.) The state of the jth edge is tested by generating a uniformly distributed
random number between 0 and 1 from the statement tmp = real_random(), and comparing it with the probability q[j] that
the jth edgewill be in a failed state. The edges are assumed to be characterised by constant failure rates (negative exponential
time to failure distribution). Consequently, the probability that a demand at a specified point in time will sample a failed
state for the jth edge can be approximated by qj = MTTRj/(MTTFj +MTTRj), where qj is the average unavailability of the jth
edge.
Algorithm 1.
All probabilities qj ( j = 1, 2, . . . ,N_comp) are precalculated and stored in the array q[]. If the generated randomnumber
tmp, uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, is smaller than q[j], the jth edge is in a failed state and is removed (deleted)
from the flow network. If the converse is true, the edge remains in the network.
After the state of all edges has been determined, the function restore_max_flow() calculates the maximum flow in the
resultant flow network (after removing the failed edges).
The expected value of the total flow, accumulated in the variable total_flow is obtained by dividing the total flow to the
number of simulation trials. At the end of each simulation trial, all deleted edges are restored and placed back in the network.
The result stated by Theorem 1 creates the basis of extremely fast solvers for the production availability of complex
repairable networks. The running time of these solvers is independent of the length of the operational interval, the failure
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Fig. 1. Variation of the maximum output flow as a function of the failure/repair history.
Fig. 2. Two competing networks with different types of redundancy topology.
frequencies, or the lengths of the repair times. The efficiency of these solvers creates the powerful possibility of embedding
them in simulation loops performing a topology optimisation of large and complex repairable flow networks.
A solved example.
An important application of the algorithm proposed in this section is in comparing the performance of various network
topologies and selecting the topologywith the best performance. Consider, for example, the competing production networks
in Fig. 2(a) and (b), where, for the sake of simplicity, all edges have the same flow rate capacity of 40 flow units per day,
failure rate of 4 failures per year and downtime for repair 10 days. Edges (3, 8) and (4, 9) from network a and edges (2, 8)
and (4, 10) from network b are redundant.Without a supporting software tool, it is difficult to infer which network topology
is superior. Applying the proposed algorithm yields production availability of ψa = 70% for the network in Fig. 2(a) and
ψb = 75% for the network topology in Fig. 2(b). Despite the seemingly insignificant differences between the competing
topologies, the impact on the production availability is significant.
3. Maximising the output flow after the removal of several edges
An important part of Algorithm 1, determining the production availability of a complex repairable flow network, is the
function restore_max_flow(), which maximises the output flow, after the removal of several edges.
The flow maximisation algorithm starts with a network whose output flow has already been maximised by another
method (e.g., by using the algorithm presented in [6] or [16]) and seeks to achieve a fast maximisation of the output flow
after a single or several edge failures. Because the algorithm starts with a network in which the flow has already been
optimised, it is significantly faster compared to conventional flowmaximisation algorithms starting from an empty network
[1–7].
This is particularly important for the algorithm in the previous section, where a flow maximisation is conducted after a
large number of stochastic removals of edges from the original network.
The performance of an algorithm formaximising the flow after the removal of several edges can be increased significantly
by implementing amethod formaximising thenetwork flowwhich avoids augmenting all feasible flowpaths, after removing
the edges. This can be achieved by using the important circumstance that, after removing an edge, the starting state is a
network whose output flow has already been maximised. After the failure of an edge (e.g., the edge (ei, di) in Fig. 3(a), the
network flow has been disturbed only locally, at nodes ei and di to which the failed edge has been connected (Fig. 3(a)).
If edge (ei, di) is not empty, then, after the edge failure, a momentary excess flow will exist at one of the nodes (node ei
in Fig. 3(a)) equal to the flow f (ei, di) through the edge (ei, di). In other words, the sum of the flows going into node ei will
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Fig. 3. An algorithm for maximising the flow in the network after the removal of several edges.
Fig. 4. A flow path from the source S to the sink T along which the flow could be augmented.
be greater than the sum of the flows leaving the node. This difference will be referred to as the excess flow efi at node ei:
efi =

k∈δ+
f (k, ei)−

k∈δ−
f (ei, k) > 0, (6)
and node ei will be referred to as excess node.
Alternatively, at the other end of the failed edge (ei, di), at node di, a deficit flow will be created, equal to the flow
f (ei, di) through edge (ei, di). The sum of the flows going into node di is smaller than the sum of the flows leaving node di.
The difference between the sum of the ingoing flows and the sum of the outgoing flows is negative, and will be referred to
as the deficit flow at node di:
dfi =

k∈δ+
f (k, di)−

k∈δ−
f (di, k) < 0. (7)
Accordingly, node di will be referred to as a deficit node.
It is important to note that the definition of excess nodes and deficit nodes given here is different from the definition of
excess and deficit nodes given in [19]. The definition given in [19] is based on the capacities of the ingoing and outgoing
edges, while the definition here is based on the actual flows through the nodes. According to our definition, excess and
deficit flows do not exist anywhere in the network before an edge is removed. Excess and deficit nodes are created after the
removal of edges.
The flowmaximisation algorithmpresentedhere seeks to achieve a fastmaximisation of the output flowafter the removal
of several edges.
The augmentation of the flow paths is a Ford–Fulkerson-type augmentation, which is explained next.
A flow path is a unique sequence of edges throughwhich flow can be augmented between a source S and a sink T (Fig. 4).
A forward edge (i, j) is admissible for augmentation if f (i, j) < c(i, j) holds. A backward edge (i, j) is admissible for
augmentation if f (i, j) > 0 is fulfilled. The slacks
∆ = c(i, j)− f (i, j) ≥ 0 (8)
characterising the forward edges (i, j) and the absolute values of the flows
∆ = |f (i, j)| ≥ 0 (9)
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through the backward edges (i, j) are compared, and the smallest value ∆min is selected. The value ∆min is also referred to
as the bottleneck residual capacity. If ∆min > 0, we say that the flow path has a non-zero residual capacity and is admissible
for augmentation.
Saturating the flow path with flow∆min, is done by increasing the flow on forward edges by∆min
f ′(i, j) = f (i, j)+∆min (10)
and decreasing the flow on backward edges by∆min
f ′(i, j) = f (i, j)−∆min. (11)
This process creates a bottleneck in the flowpath: a fully saturated forward edge or an empty backward edge. The flow through
the flow path from the source s to the sink t can be increased by∆min without violating the capacity constraints on the edges
and the flow conservation law at the nodes of the flow path.
If the edge (ei, di) to be removed is empty (f (ei, di) = 0), its removal will not affect the maximum output flow in the
network. Suppose that a maximum output flow Qmax has been established in the network before the removal of all edges
(ei, di) (i = 1, . . . ,M) (Fig. 4(a)).
Let us connect all excess nodes (ei) with a new source sd by edges with capacity equal to the excess at the excess nodes.
Similarly, let us connect all deficit nodes di to a new sink td by edges with capacities equal to the deficit at the deficit nodes.
In this way, from the original network, a dual network is obtained, with a different source and sink (Fig. 3(b)). The maximum
output flow in the original flow network can be obtained after augmenting sdtd flow paths from the dual network.
The flows through the edges before their failure are f (ei, di), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , and the maximum amount of flow is
Qmax. The next theorem (whose proof is given in the Appendix) provides the basis of a fast algorithm which determines the
maximum output flow in the network after the edge failures.
The maximum flow in a repairable flow network after the failure of M edges can be obtained by a simple procedure,
which consists of augmenting the dual network with flow, until no more augmentable flow paths can be found.
Theorem 2 (Maximum Flow After Edge Failures). If qmaxd is the maximum amount of flow with which the dual network can be
augmented, the maximum possible output flow from the original network is Qmax − [Mi=1 f (ei, di) − qmaxd ].
The algorithm based on this theorem will be illustrated by an example featuring the network in Fig. 5(a), which has a
maximumoutput flow of 35 units. On each edge, the first number denotes the edge capacity and the second number denotes
the actual flow through the edge. Because the network flow has been maximised, it is feasible, and there are no excess or
deficit nodes. Now let us remove edges (4, 7) and (5, 6). The removal of these edges creates two excess nodes: node 5 with
excess flow of 2 units (equal to the flow of 2 units through the removed edge (5, 6)), and node 4, with excess flow of 5 units
(equal to the flow of 5 units through the removed edge (4, 7)). The removal of the two edges also creates two deficit nodes:
node 6, with a deficit flow of 2 units, and node 7, with a deficit flow of 5 units.
Now let us introduce the new source sd connected with the excess nodes with edges whose capacities are equal to the
excess flow at the excess nodes. Similarly, we introduce a new sink td, connected with the deficit nodes.
The flow through the dual network starting from the new source sd and ending at the new sink td can be augmented by
only qmaxd = 3 units of flow, through the augmentable flow path (sd, 4, 6, 7, td). There are no other augmentable flow paths.
Consequently, the maximum flow in the network, according to Theorem 2, is equal to
Qmax −

i
f (ei, di)− qmaxd

= 35− [(2+ 5)− 3] = 31.
Indeed, the output flow from the network in Fig. 5(b), which has been maximised by the Edmonds and Karp algorithm
(6), is indeed 31 units (Fig. 5(c)).
Because the network edges are already saturated with flow, the number of possible augmentable flow paths in the dual
network is significantly smaller compared to the number of augmentable flow paths associated with an empty network.
This is the first reason why the algorithm described is computationally considerably faster compared to conventional
augmentation algorithms starting from an empty network. This advantage is particularly pronounced in cases where, after
the edge removal, there are no augmentable flow paths from the new source sd to the new sink td. In this case, qmaxd = 0, and,
following Theorem 2, the new maximum of the output flow (after the removal of the edges) is simply Qmax −i f (ei, di).
Thus, after removing edges (4, 6) and (5, 6), for example, from the network in Fig. 5(a), the dual network is as shown in
Fig. 6(a). Because there are no augmentable flow paths starting from the new source sd and ending at the new sink td,
qmaxd = 0, and the maximum output flow in the network after the removal of edges (4, 6) and (5, 6) is
Qmax −

i
f (ei, di) = 35− (5+ 2) = 28.
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Fig. 5. (a, b) Reoptimising the flow in the network after the removal of edges (5, 6) and (4, 7); (c) the network which has been optimised by the Edmonds
and Karp algorithm.
Fig. 6. Obtaining the maximum flow in the network from Fig. 6(a) after the removal of edges (4, 6) and (5, 6); (c) the network which has been optimised
by the Edmonds and Karp algorithm.
Indeed, the output flow from the network in Fig. 6(a), maximised by the Edmonds and Karp algorithm (6), is 28 units
(Fig. 6(b)).
For the featured application, concerning the production availability of repairable flow networks, no edge flows are
necessary, only the maximum output flow. Accordingly, the proposed algorithm calculates only the maximum output flow
and does not determine the actual edge flows, which is a big advantage. This is the second major reason for the superior
computational speed of the proposed algorithm compared to conventional algorithms.
For networks nearly saturated with flow, the fast algorithm for determining the maximum flow proposed here is
considerably more efficient than algorithms for maximising the flow starting from an empty network. It is difficult to give a
precise estimate of the average running time of this algorithm. Often, the excess flow at the excess node and the deficit flow
at the deficit node are eliminated through a single flow path augmentation, where the length of the flow path connecting the
excess and deficit node does not depend on the size of the network. The length of the flow path depends on the local topology
of the network, in the vicinity of the failed edge. In this case, the running time of the algorithm for determining the maximum
flow is less than O(m), wherem is the number of edges in the network. The algorithm runs in constant time.
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Fig. 7. A gas production network based on three wells, optimised by using the fast reoptimisation algorithm.
The computational speed of the proposed algorithm can be demonstrated with the application example in Fig. 7(a),
featuring a gas production network based on three wells w1, w2, and w3. Each well has a production capacity of 70 ×
103 m3/day. The gas is collected from the wells and is delivered to the sink t through a system of pipelines. The maximum
possible gas flow to the sink is 150 × 103 m3/day. Redundant edges (w1, 5), (w2, 4), (w2, 6), (w3, 5), (5, 7), (5, 9), (8,
10), (7, 12), and (9, 10), have been provided between the three main flow paths (w1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 14), (w2, 5, 8, 11, 13, 14),
and (w3, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14). Their purpose is to provide alternative paths for redirecting the gas flow in the case of an edge
failure. In addition, in order to accommodate the extra gas flow upon edge failure, only part of the maximum capacity of the
edges/pipelines is being used.
The first step of the network analysis is to transform themulti-source network in Fig. 7(a) into the single-source network
in Fig. 7(b), by replacing wells w1, w2, and w3 with edges connected to the unlimited capacity source s, which has index
zero. Each of the connecting edges (0, 1), (0, 2), and (0, 3) has a maximum flow capacity equal to the maximum production
capacity of wellsw1,w2, andw3, correspondingly.
Now, suppose that edge (12, 13), carrying a flow of 50× 103 m3/day, has failed. The flow in the network after the edge
failure (Fig. 7(b)) was maximised by using the classical Edmonds and Karp algorithm [6], starting from an empty network.
One million runs of the Edmonds and Karp algorithm on a computer with an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU T9900 processor
@ 3.06 GHz took 6.7 s.
The flow in the network from Fig. 7(b) was also maximised by running the proposed new algorithm, after introducing
an extra source sd and extra sink td. Because the flow through edge (12, 13) before its failure was 50 × 103 m3/day,
after the edge failure, 50 × 103 m3/day excess flow exists at node 12, and the same amount of deficit flow exists at
node 13. Following the new algorithm, the extra source sd is connected to excess node 12 through the edge (sd, 12)
with capacity 50 × 103 m3/day, and the extra sink td is connected to the deficit node 13 through the edge (13, td)
with capacity 50 × 103 m3/day. The flow in the dual network is now maximised by augmenting the flow paths starting
from sd and ending at td. One million runs of the new algorithm on the network in Fig. 7(b) were executed in only
1.1 s, significantly faster than the running time of the classical Edmonds and Karp algorithm [2], starting from an empty
network. The new algorithm augments essentially a single flow path (sd, 12, 9, 10, 13, td) with 50 × 103 m3/day flow.
After the augmentation, the deficit and excess flows at nodes 12 and 13 disappear and the maximum flow in the
network (150 × 103 m3/day) is attained. Increasing the size of the network by adding more edges between the source
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s and nodes 12, 9, 10, 13, makes the new algorithm even more efficient. The new algorithm runs in constant time.
This constitutes one of the biggest advantages of the proposed fast flow maximisation algorithm. While the running
time of classical algorithms for maximising the flow in an empty network always increases with increasing size of the
network, the running time of the fast flow maximisation algorithm does not necessarily increase with increasing size of the
network!
4. Topology optimisation of a complex repairable network
The purpose of the topology optimisation of complex repairable networks is to determine a network topology which
combines a maximum flow attained within a specified budget for building the network. Given is a network and a finite set
of possibilities for building a key part of it, by introducing edges connecting different pairs of nodes. The costs of each of the
possible edges and the maximum available budget for purchasing extra edges are also specified. It is required to maximise
the production availability of the network within the specified budget for purchasing extra redundant components.
4.1. Theoretical justification of the proposed method
The method for topology optimisation proposed here is based on exploring the space of all alternatives ‘locked’ in the
full-complexity network by pruning the full-complexity network and using the branch and boundmethod.
The algorithm starts with the full-complexity flow network, including all possible connections between the nodes. Let
M be the number of edges in the full-complexity network. All possible networks, locked in the full-complexity network,
can then be presented as a union of M mutually exclusive and exhaustive sets A1, A2, . . . , AM . Ai

Aj = Ø if i ≠ j and
A1

A2
 · · · AM = Ω , where Ω is the set of all possible networks locked in the full-complexity network. The set
Ai includes all networks locked in the full-complexity network, for which edge i is missing (has been deleted). In turn,
each set Ai can in turn be presented as a union of mutually exclusive subsets Ai,i+1, Ai,i+2, . . . , AiM . The subset Aij(j > i)
includes all networks locked in the full-complexity network for which edges i and j (j > i) are missing. For the subsets,
Ai,i+1

Ai,i+2
 · · · Ai,M = Ai and Aij Aik = Ø if j ≠ k holds (Fig. 8).
The subsets Aij are in turn partitioned into smaller, nested, mutually exclusive subsets Aij,j+1, Aij,j+1, . . . , Aij,M and so on,
until no further partitioning can be done. Entering a large set Ai means removing edge i from the network. Entering a subset
Aij nested in set Ai means removing edges i and j from the network; entering a subset Aijk nested in subset Aij means removing
edges i, j, and k, and so on. The non-intersecting subsets contain all distinct combinations of edges to be removed. They are
built in such a way that the indices j of the subsets nested in the current subset i are always greater than the index i of the
current subset (j > i).
After entering a nested subset, the production availability of the resultant network (after removing the corresponding
edges) is calculated. Suppose that the absolute global maximum of the production availability for a network built within
the specified budget is Amax. Suppose that the current global maximum for the production availability (achieved within
the specified budget for building the network) is Acmax. (Initially, the current global maximum Acmax is set to zero.)
Note that, during the whole search in the nested subsets, the relationship Acmax ≤ Amax is fulfilled. Because the
production availability cannot possibly increase with edges being removed from the network, if, after entering a nested
subset, the calculated production availability A is smaller than the current global maximum Acmax, then there is no need
to enter subsets nested in the current subset. Entering nested subsets will only result in a smaller production availability,
A ≤ Acmax. Therefore, the global maximum of the production availability Amax cannot possibly be found in subsets nested
in the current subset. This allows us to abort searching in subsets and to cut down large subsets from the space of all
alternatives.
If, after entering a nested subset, the resultant network satisfies the budget constraint, and the calculated production
availability of the network A is larger than the current maximum (A > Acmax), the current maximum is replaced by the
production availability characterising the current subset (Acmax := A). Further search into subsets nested in the current
subset is aborted, because the absolute maximum Amax cannot possibly be found by entering subsets characterised by a
production availability not exceedingAcmax (Acmax ≤ Amax). Once a search into a subset has been aborted, it is never resumed
again.
Following the described search method, it is guaranteed that the global maximum Amax will be found. Indeed, the bound
and branch method is essentially a full exhaustive search method in which large subsets are excluded from the search. It
is guaranteed that the absolute maximum will be found, because, during the exhaustive search, only subsets in which the
absolute maximum Amax certainly cannot be found are excluded from the search.
4.2. Topology optimisation algorithm and results
Exploring the full-complexity network by pruning edges is essentially done by building recursively the tree of edges to
be removed. The tree contains all distinct combinations of edges to be removed. It is built in such a way that the index i of
any edge to be removed is always smaller than the indices of all edges in the subtree originating from edge i.
These steps are summarised by Algorithm 2, given in pseudo-code.
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Fig. 8. The space of all alternatives can be presented as a union of mutually exclusive and exhaustive subsets.
Algorithm 2.
The exploration of networks embedded in the full-complexity network continues until a network which satisfies the
desired requirements regarding cost for building it and maximum production availability is found.
A significant advantage of the proposedmethod is that, unlike the genetic algorithms for exploring the space of available
alternatives, the proposed branch and bound method always identifies the exact (optimal) solution.
The implementation of the described optimisation algorithm in C language is given as Algorithm 3. To simplify the
presentation, this implementation is relevant to the case when all edges have the same cost. Theminimum number of edges
that should be removed in order to comply with the allocated budget for building the network is given by the constant
min_num_rmvd_edges.
In the algorithm, N denotes the number of all edges in the full-complexity network and the array redges[] contains the
indices of the removed edges.
The recursive procedure Branch&Bound_prune, with parameters depth and next, organises the tree of unique
combinations of edges to be removed. The function production_availability() calculates the production availability of the
network fromwhich a number of edges have been removed. This function has been described in the previous section. If the
production_availability is smaller than the global maximum cur_prod_avail achieved so far, the statement continue skips
(prunes) the current combination of edges, and no descending down the tree of removed edges is done. This is because a
further descending (pruning) will only result in a reduction of the production availability, and the absolute maximum of the
production availability cannot possibly be found on this subtree.
Descending on the tree of removed edges is initiated if the calculated production availability from s = produc-
tion_availability() is larger than the global maximum achieved so far and the budget constraint has not been satisfied. Then,
after replacing the current record with the calculated production availability and saving the indices of the removed edges,
a recursive call is initiated by Branch&Bound_prune(depth+1, j), which increases the depth of search on the tree of edges
by one.
The bottom of the recursion is reached when the number of removed edges becomes larger than the minimum number
of edges min_num_rmvd_edges to be removed.
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Algorithm 3 (Algorithm 2 implemented in C).
The proposed algorithm for calculating the production availability is significantly faster than a conventional algorithm,
consisting of sequentially generating thousands of failure–repair histories and calculating the total amount of output flow
delivered at the sink, for each failure history. This is due to the several optimisation stages used in the proposed method.
The first optimisation stage is Algorithm 1, which calculates the production availability without actually generating the
failure–repair history. The algorithm simply calculates the expected output flow associated with a stochastic removal of
edges. Calculating the expected output flow associated with a stochastic removal of edges is a task that is considerably
simpler than generating thousands of failure–repair histories and determining the production availability for each
failure–repair history. Themain reason is that the time for calculating the expected output flow associated with a stochastic
removal of edges is constant and independent of the length of the specified time interval and the failure frequencies of the
edges. In contrast, the time for generating thousands of failure–repair histories and determining the production availability
for each failure–repair history is proportional to the length of the specified time interval and the failure frequencies of the
edges. The larger the specified time interval and the failure frequencies of the edges, the larger is the time needed.
The next advantage of the proposed algorithm for calculating the production availability is the superior performance of
the new algorithm for maximising the output flow after the removal of certain edges. First, the high speed of this algorithm
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Fig. 9. The full-complexity repairable flow network before optimisation.
Fig. 10. The optimal network combining cost for purchasing redundant components not exceeding $24,000 and a maximum production availability of
0.81.
is due to the output flow maximisation, which starts with an already optimised network, not with a network whose edges
are empty. Second, the high speed of the algorithm is also due to the circumstance that, owing to Theorem 2, the maximum
output flow is calculated without determining the feasible edge flows. This is an important shortcut, which significantly
speeds up the computation.
These advantages of the algorithm for calculating the production availability result in the high computational speed of
the algorithm for optimising the network topology to achieve amaximum production availability within a specified budget.
Furthermore, unlike genetic algorithms or other heuristic algorithms, the bound and branch method always guarantees the
optimal solution and, at the same time, it is significantly faster than a full-exhaustive search in the space of all alternatives.
Consider now the network in Fig. 9(a). All edges, except edge (1, 2), are characterised by the same flow capacity of 100,
the same constant failure rate of 4 failures per year, and the same time for repair of 7 days. Edge (1, 2) in the network is
perfectly reliable (never fails) and is characterised by a flow capacity of 200 units. Each component costs the same amount:
$3000. The total budget for upgrading the network to amore reliable network with redundancies is $24,000. All possibilities
for implementing redundancies in the network from Fig. 9(a) are given in Fig. 9(b), which is the full-complexity network,
incorporating all possible connections.
The problem is to comply with the fixed budget of $24,000 for purchasing components (11 edges are to be removed
from the full set of redundant edges of the full-complexity network) and achieve a maximum production availability of the
repairable network. (The total cost of the remaining redundant edges should be within the specified budget of $24,000.)
Applying an optimisation based on the described stochastic optimisation algorithm to the redundant edges only, in the
full complexity network in Fig. 9(b) resulted in the network in Fig. 10, for which the cost of eight redundant components
((3, 6), (4, 5), (5, 8), (8, 9), (9, 12), (12, 13), (13, 16), and (14, 15)) is exactly $24,000, and which has a maximum production
availability ofψ = 0.81. This network has been obtained by pruning 11 edges (components) from the all possible redundant
edges in the full-complexity network in Fig. 9(b) characterised by a maximum production availability of ψ = 0.857.
5. Conclusions
1. An new result has been established regarding the average production availability of a repairable flow network composed
of independently working edges whose failures follow a homogeneous Poisson process.
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The average production availability is equal to the ratio of (i) the average of themaximumoutput flow rates ondemand
from the network, calculated after removing the separate edges with probabilities equal to their unavailabilities, to (ii)
the maximum output flow in the absence of failures.
2. A new result, referred to as themaximum flow after edge failures theorem, has been stated for the first time. The theorem
is at the heart of a very efficient algorithm for maximising the flow after edge failures.
3. The algorithm for maximising the flow after edge failures, based on the stated theorem, does not require determining
the feasible edge flows in the network. The maximum output flow is obtained by a simple procedure, which consists of
augmenting the dual network until no more augmentable flow paths can be found. The result is a significant increase of
the speed of the simulator.
4. The double optimisation associated with the new production availability algorithm created the basis for very fast solvers
for the production availability of complex repairable networks, whose running time is independent of the length of the
operational interval, the failure frequencies of the components, or the lengths of the times for repair.
5. A new topology optimisation algorithm has been proposed for achieving a maximum production availability within a
specified budget for building the network.
The algorithm incorporates an efficient search of the space of alternatives based on combining the branch and bound
method and pruning the full-complexity network. The proposed topology optimisation algorithm is considerably faster
than algorithms based on a full exhaustive search.
6. In comparison with heuristic optimisation techniques for exploring the space of available alternatives, a significant
advantage of the proposed topology optimisation algorithm is that it always determines the optimal solution.
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Appendix. Proof of Theorem 2
Instead of augmenting the empty edges connecting the new source sd with the excess nodes ei, and the new sink td with
the deficit nodes di, we introduce an equivalent operation by reversing the direction of the empty edges at the new source
and the new sink and saturating them with flow (Fig. A.1(a)). As a result, the new source sd becomes an excess node, and
the new sink td becomes a deficit node.
Now, the equivalent operation is to purge the flow from edges (sd, ei) and edges (di, td) until they become empty. The
advantage of the equivalent operation is that it makes excess and deficit nodes disappear and establishes a feasible flow in
all parts of the dual network.
There are two mutually exclusive cases, and we start with the first one. (i) The amount of purged flow qmaxd from
the backward edges (sd, ei), (i = 1, . . . ,M), in the dual network is equal to the sum of their flow capacities: qmaxd =
i f (sd, ei) =

i f (di, td).
First, note that, after the edge failures, the sum of the excess flow at the excess nodes is always equal to the sum of the
deficit flows at the deficit nodes. After the flow augmentation, edges (sd, ei) and (di, td), connected to the new source sd and
the new sink td, will be empty, and the excess flow at nodes ei and the deficit flow at nodes di will be eliminated. In other
words, the flow conservation law at the nodes and the capacity constraints are fulfilled everywhere in the network. (During
a Ford–Fulkerson type of augmentation, the feasibility of the network flow is preserved [4].) The output flow remains at the
same level as the maximum output flow Qmax before the failure of edges (ei, di), i = 1, . . . ,M .
Indeed, eliminating the excess flow at the excess nodes ei and the deficit flow at the deficit nodes di has essentially been
done along flow paths starting from the new source sd and ending at the new sink td. Suppose that neither any of the nodes
ei nor any of the nodes di coincides with the original sink t . Then, augmenting a flow path starting at node sd and ending at
node td (Fig. A.1(a)) implies that, each time the original sink t is visited, two edges entering sink t will necessarily be part of
the augmented flow path passing through the sink. One of the edges will be a forward edge and the other will be a backward
edge.
According to the Ford–Fulkerson type of augmentation, the augmented flow which is added to the forward edge will be
subtracted from the backward edge and, as a result, the output flow from the original network, after augmenting the dual
network, will not be altered. Now, let us assume that one of the nodes (e.g., node di) coincides with the original sink t . Node
di, coinciding with the sink, will be the deficit node, and node ei will be the excess node. Failure of edge (ei, di) will remove
flow f (ei, di) entering the sink t , which will later be added back after augmenting another edge entering the sink, because
any possible flow path from node sd to node td must pass through the original sink t .
Now, let us consider the second possibility. (ii) The maximum purged (augmented) flow qmaxd from edges (sd, ei)
i = 1, . . . ,M in the dual network is smaller than the sum of the excess flow from the excess nodes (qmaxd <

i f (sd, ei),
i = 1, . . . ,M). As a result, the edges connected to the new source and the new sink will not be empty at the end of the first
stage, consisting of augmenting sdtd flow paths in the dual network.
Let the original sink t be connected with the original source s through a back (circulation) edge (t, s) with capacity Qmax
(Fig. A.1(b)), which is equal to the maximum flow in the original network, before the failure of edges (ei, di) i = 1, . . . ,M .
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Fig. A.1. (a) Equivalent process of augmenting with flow the dual network. (b) Determining directed augmentation paths consisting of backward edges
only, which connect the new source sd and the new sink td .
We will refer to the network in Fig. A.1(b), obtained from the dual network from Fig. A.1(a) by adding the circulation edge
(t, s), as a dual circulation network.
Before we prove Theorem 2, we first prove two lemmas.
Lemma A.1. After the first stage, consisting of augmenting sdtd flow paths in the dual network, the remaining excess flow at nodes
ei and deficit flow at nodes di (i = 1, . . . ,M) can always be eliminated by augmenting sdtd flow paths in the dual circulation
network.
Proof. We prove the lemma by showing that the remaining excess and deficit flows at nodes ei and di (i = 1, . . . ,M) can
always be eliminated by selecting for example only sdtd flow paths consisting of backward edges only. The original sink
t is connected with the original source s, through a back edge (t, s) with capacity Qmax (Fig. A.1(b)), which is equal to the
maximum flow in the original network, before the failure of edges (ei, di), i = 1, . . . ,M .
The obtained network flow is feasible, because the flow conservation law is honoured at each node and the edge capacity
constraints are not violated. There are no excess and deficit nodes in the network, except at the new source sd and at the
new sink td (Fig. A.1(b)). Let us start from the new source sd, by selecting a non-empty backward edge (sd, ei), and consider
the edges going into node ei. Because node ei is now a balanced node, the sum of the flows going into node ei is equal to
the sum of the flows going out of node ei. Consequently, if edge (ei, sd) carries some flow out of node ei, there must be a
directed edge (k1, ei) going into node e and carrying flow greater than zero. Let us consider the end node k1 of this edge
(Fig. A.1(b)). The reasoning that has been applied to node ei can now be applied to node k1, and so on, until either a visited
node is reached or the new sink td is reached.
Suppose that a visited node v has been reached before reaching the new sink td. This means that a cyclic path has been
found, consisting of backward edges only. The edge (sd, ei), however, cannot be part of this cyclic path, because node sd has
no predecessor. Next, the edge with the smallest amount of flow belonging to the encountered cyclic flow path is identified,
and its flow is subtracted from all edges of the cyclic path. During this operation, the edge with the smallest amount of flow
becomes empty. During this operation, the flow conservation law at the repeated node v will not be violated. Because the
edge through which the repeated node v has been first reached is not part of the cycle, we continue from node v and the
same process is repeated until no more cyclic paths are found. After each flow subtraction from the edges of the cyclic path,
at least one edge from the network becomes empty and is never filled with flow again, because only backward edges are
selected for the sdtd flow path. Reaching the new sink td is guaranteed after at most m repetitions of this process, where m
is the number of edges in the network. Once no more cyclic flow paths can be found, the only possibility is to continue the
described process until the new sink td is reached. This is guaranteed because all nodes in the network are balanced, except
nodes sd and td. During the process of flow removal from a backward edge coming out of a node and from another backward
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Fig. A.2. An augmentable sdtd-path in the dual network cannot exist after augmenting the (sd, ei, s, t, di, td) flow path in the dual circulation network.
edge going into the node, the flow conservation law at the node is always preserved. As long as the flow along a backward
edge (kiki+1) is non-zero, there must be a backward edge (ki+1ki+2) going into node ki+1 and carrying a non-zero flow, and
so on, until the new sink td is reached (Fig. A.1(b)).
In other words, an augmentable flow path from the new source sd to the new sink td always exists. The bottleneck edge
from this flow path, carrying the smallest amount of flow, is then found, and the flow along the path is augmented with the
bottleneck flow. As a result, the edge carrying the smallest amount of flow becomes empty, and both the excess flow at node
ei and the deficit flow at node di decrease. Note that the process of subtracting flow from the cyclic flow path does not affect
the flow in the edge (sd, ei), because this edge is never part of any cycle (node sd has no predecessors).
Next, we start with the same or another initial edge (sd, ej), and the process is repeated until all of the excess flow
ef ′ =i f (ei, di)− qmaxd disappears from all edges (sd, ei) i = 1, . . . ,M . Simultaneously, all of the deficit flow disappears
from edges (td, di). The removal of the excess flow ef ′ at all excess nodes ei (i = 1, . . . ,M) is guaranteed. Consequently, the
newoutput flowafter completing this processwill beQmax−[i f (ei, di)−qmaxd ]. This completes the proof of LemmaA.1. 
Here, we need to point out that Lemma A.1 does not exclude a possibility for a removal of excess and deficit flow from
nodes ei and di by augmenting sdtd flowpathswhich contain both backward and forward edges. It only states that the removal
of the excess and deficit flow from nodes ei and di (i = 1, . . . ,M) is always possible.
Before we prove the main theorem that the new maximum output flow after the failure of edges (ei, di) is Q ′max =
Qmax − [i f (ei, di)− qmaxd ], we will state and prove another lemma.
Lemma A.2. After each flow augmentation of an sdtd flow path in the dual circulation network, there is no augmentable sdtd flow
path in the dual network.
Proof. We prove this lemma by induction. Let us assume that the lemma is true for np = k augmented sdtd flow paths in
the dual circulation network (with the circulation edge (t, s) included). The augmented sdtd flow paths may include both
forward and backward edges. We will show that the lemma is true also for np = k + 1 augmented sdtd flow paths in the
dual circulation network.
Suppose that, after the augmentation of the k+1st sdtd-path (sd, ei, cn1, s, t, cn2, di, td) in the dual circulation network,
which will be referred to as the π-path, there is an augmentable sdtd-path in the dual network (the circulation edge (t, s)
is missing). Removing the circulation edge (t, s) from the dual circulation network breaks the augmented π-path in the
dual circulation network into two disjoint sections: (i) section (sd, ei, . . . , s), connecting the new source sd with the original
source s and (ii) section (t, . . . , di, td), connecting the original sink t with the new sink td (Fig. A.2).
If an augmentable sdtd-pathσ existed in the dual network, itmust necessarily have a commonnodewith the (sd, ei, . . . , s)
section of the augmented π-path and also with the (t, . . . , di, td) section of the π-path (Fig. A.2). First, note that sections
(sd, ei, . . . , s) and (t, . . . , di, td) cannot have a common node. Indeed, if they had a common node cn (Fig. A.3), the sdtd-path
(sd, ei, cn, di, td) would be augmentable in the dual network, before augmenting the k+ 1st sdtd-path in the dual circulation
network. This, however, is impossible, because, following the inductive assumption, there are no augmentable sdtd-paths in
the dual network after np = k augmented sdtd-paths in the dual circulation network.
No matter how complex the augmentable (in the dual network) σ -path is, we can always select a section (cn1, q, cn2)
from it which has exactly one common node cn1 with the (sd, ei, . . . , s) section of the augmented π-path at one of its ends
and exactly one common node cn2 with the (t, . . . , di, td) section of the π-path at the other end (Fig. A.2).
The flow path (sd, ei, cn1, q, cn2, di, td) is then augmentable (Fig. A.2), because, according to our assumption,
the σ -path is augmentable in the dual network. Because section (sd, ei, cn1, s) from the π-path is augmentable, the
subsection (sd, ei, . . . , cn1)must also be augmentable before augmenting theπ-path in the dual circulation network. Similar
considerations apply to the (cn2, . . . , di, td) subsection of the π-path, which is also augmentable before augmenting the π-
path. Section (cn1, q, cn2), belonging to the σ -path, is, by assumption, augmentable after the augmentation of the π-path.
The section (cn1, q, cn2) is also augmentable before augmenting the π-path.
Indeed, the augmentation of the π-path does not affect any edges from the (cn1, q, cn2) section, because, apart from
its end nodes cn1 and cn2, due to its selection, section (cn1, q, cn2) has no other common nodes with the π-path. Even in
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Fig. A.3. The sections (sd, ei, . . . , s) and (t, . . . , di, td) of the augmented sdtd-path are disjoint after removing the circulation edge (t, s). They cannot have
a common node.
the case when section (cn1, q, cn2) consists of a single edge only, this edge will not be affected by the augmentation of the
π-path, because sections (sd, ei, . . . , s) and (t, . . . , di, td) are disjoint sections and do not share any nodes. Consequently,
section (cn1, q, cn2) must be augmentable before the augmentation of the π-path.
Now, if sections (sd, ei, . . . , cn1), (cn2, . . . , di, td) and (cn1, q, cn2) from the σ -path are augmentable before augmenting
the π-path, the sdtd-path (sd, ei, cn1, q, cn2, di, t) is augmentable in the dual network, before augmenting the π-path.
This, however, is impossible. According to our inductive assumption, after k augmented sdtd-paths in the dual circulation
network, there can be no augmentable sdtd-path in the dual network. Contradiction.
The lemma is also true for the trivial case of np = 1 augmented sdtd-paths in the dual circulation network. By following
the same reasoning as the one used for np = k augmented sdtd-paths, we show that there must be an augmentable sdtd-
path in the dual network before augmenting the first sdtd-path in the dual circulation network. This, however, is impossible,
because, at the end of stage one (augmenting the dual network), no augmentable flow path exists in the dual network.
Contradiction.
Thus, the lemma is true for a single augmented sdtd-path in the dual circulation network, and, if it is true for k augmented
sdtd-paths, it is also true for k+ 1 augmented sdtd-paths. By induction, the lemma is also true after the last augmented sdtd-
path in the dual circulation network, at which point the excess flow at the excess nodes ei and the deficit flow at the deficit
nodes di disappear. According to Lemma A.1, this is guaranteed. 
Proof of the Main Theorem. Now, by using the two lemmas, we are in a position to prove the second half of the main
theorem (Theorem 2). Again, we prove the theorem by induction. Assume that no augmentable st-path (from the original
source s to the original sink t) exists after np = k augmented sdtd-paths in the dual circulation network (Fig. A.2). We will
show that, if this is the case, no augmentable st-path exists after augmenting the k + 1st sdtd-path in the dual circulation
network. Suppose that an augmentable st-path exists in the original network, after the k+1st augmented sdtd-path (Fig. A.2).
Again, no matter how complex the st-path is, we can always select a section (cn1, q, cn2) from it, which has exactly one
common node cn1 with the (sd, ei, . . . , s) section of the k + 1st sdtd path at one of its ends and exactly one common node
cn2 with the (t, . . . , di, td) section of the of the k + 1st sdtd path at the other end. After removing the circulation edge
(t, s), sections (sd, ei, . . . , s) and (t, . . . , di, td) are disjoint and do not have common nodes. Because section (cn1, q, cn2)
is augmentable as part of the augmentable (by assumption) st-path in the original network, and its edges are not affected
by the augmented k+ 1st sdtd flow path in the dual circulation network, it will also be augmentable before augmenting the
k+ 1st sdtd flow path in the dual circulation network. Each of the sections (sd, ei, . . . , cn1) and (cn2, . . . , di, td) will also be
augmentable before augmenting the k+1st sdtd flow path. Consequently, an augmentable sdtd-path in the dual networkwill
exist, after k augmented sdtd-paths in the dual circulation network. This, according to Lemma A.2, is impossible. Therefore,
no augmentable st-path exists after the k+ 1st augmented sdtd-path in the dual circulation network.
The trivial case of a single (np = 1) augmented sdtd-path is proved with the same reasoning. Then, by induction, we
conclude that no augmentable st-path exists in the original network after each of the successive sdtd-path augmentations
in the dual circulation network. The sdtd-path augmentations in the dual circulation network end in an output flow
Qmax − [i f (ei, di)− qmaxd ], and no excess and deficit flow at nodes ei and di. This is guaranteed, according to Lemma A.1.
The absence of an augmentable st-path, according to the Ford–Fulkerson theorem [4], means that themaximumoutput flow
has been attained in the original network, after the failure of edges (ei, di), (i = 1, . . . ,M). Consequently, the maximum
output flow in the network after the failure of edges (ei, di) is indeed Q ′max = Qmax − [

i f (ei, di) − qmaxd ], which proves
Theorem 2. 
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